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Abstract: E-commerce can work for any business because it involves the whole business cycle from production, procurement, distribution, sales, payment, fulfillment, restocking, and marketing. That deals in safety and protection related products. Product contain women’s skin care product, safety gadgets, medicinal product for women, women’s daily needs, self-defense product or training services. We face small ups and downs on our daily basis routine, but the situation can be heartbreaking if it affects us on a large scale. We cannot take control of what is stored for us in life but we can clearly take precautions, before a miss happening. Mace has a perfect solution for you and your loved ones to defend against such a pitiful situation. It has a huge contribution to a safety defense product for a decade. The increase in technology provides good opportunities to the seller to reach the customer in much faster, easier and in economic way.
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1. Introduction

Electronic commerce is more than selling stuff online, it's using online resources and tools to do business better—more efficiently and productively. It's about making and saving money online. Thus E-commerce is the use of electronic communications and digital information processing technology in business transactions to create, transform, and redefine relationships for value creation between or among organizations, and between organizations and individuals. It involves all types of communications technology, including the WWW, email, private bulletin board systems or value-added networks, intranets and extranets. Online or e-shopping is a kind of electronic shopping which allow the consumer to purchase goods over the internet directly from the seller using a web browser.

There are some alternative names of online shopping those are as follow- e-web store, e-shop, e-store, internet shop, webshop, web-store, online store, online store front and virtual store. Mobile commerce or m-commerce is described as purchasing from the online retailer by the mobile optimized online sites or application (app). It uses all forms of communications technology: email, television, fax, mobile and landline phones. Ecommerce can work for any business because it involves the whole business cycle from production, procurement, distribution, sales, payment, fulfillment, restocking, and marketing. It involves support services like banks, lawyers, accountants, and government agencies. These concepts of trust, risk, privacy, and security are used for many purposes and with many meanings. It is important to understand that these concepts serve different purposes: trust and risk are human-related concepts, while security is mainly used in a technical way.

Security in that sense is the means to achieve and support consumer privacy. Security could also mean a consumer’s feeling of being secure, safe. So, there is a need for clarifications. That deals in safety and protection related products. Product contain women’s skin care product, safety gadgets, medicinal product for women, women’s daily needs, self-defense product or training services.
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2. Conclusion

This paper presented an overview on women safety, care and beauty system using web technology.
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